Taken from Real PE- The highlighted physical skills link to the difficulty of the skill (see FUNS card folder and CD)

PE Long Term Grid Year 5&6
Spring Term

Autumn Term

Summer Term

WEEKS 1-6
Physical- FUNS 9
I can take the ball around 1 leg x 16 (standing with legs
apart).
Figure of 8 x 12

Physical- FUNS 5
I can perform the above challenges with arms going
‘hips to lips’
I can walk fluidly forwards and backward lifting my
heels to my bottom with heel to toe landing.

Physical- FUNS 12
As Green but catch and balance on one leg.
As green with step across and contra lateral catch- see
folder for pictures
Games skills
I can catch across the body with one leg balance
I can throw and catch with both hands
Cognitive

Physical- FUNS 7
I can stand with a long base and lean back while
holding both hands then just 1.
I can stand with a short base (toes touching), lean back
while holding with both hands, hold the balance and
then move back together.
I can do all of the above with my eyes closed.
1 hand and 1 leg- see folder for images
Games Skills
I can play the game with eye shades
I can play using an uneven surface or stepping stones.
Social

WEEKS 7-12
Physical- FUNS 2

Physical- FUNS 6

Physical- FUNS 4
I can stand on a low beam with both feet facing
forwards and, lift my heels and hold for 10 seconds
while receiving a force.
I can stand on a line with both feet facing forwards and,
lift my heels and hold for 10 seconds while receiving a
force
Alternate opposite elbow to knee x 5
Physical- FUNS 10
I can hop scotch alternate feet forwards and backwards
3 step zig zag pattern forwards and backwards.
The above with increased speed
Move to blue challenges if ready
Games Skills
I can pick up with either hand and place or throw into a
hoop.
I can throw and catch with either hand, playing with a
small ball.
Health and Fitness

Taken from Real PE- The highlighted physical skills link to the difficulty of the skill (see FUNS card folder and CD)
I can pick up a beanbag on one side, and place on the
other side using the same hand
I can do the above with my eyes closed.
Dish shape for 5 seconds
I can reach for a cone arms distance away, pass over and
swap hands- see folder for images.
Physical- FUNS 3
As above with full front support
Front support transfer tennis balls on and off the back.
Games Skills
I can send a ball different ways with disguise
I can play the game in front support and back support.
Creative

I can jump 2 to 2 feet with a 180 degree turn in one
direction.
2-2 feet in both directions
I can do a tucked jump and land in balance
I cando a tuck and half turn in both directions.
I can jump from 2 to 2 feet on a line.

Physical- FUNS 8
As above with alternate hand strike 5 times in a rally.
I can kick a ball with the same foot (L&R).
I can alternately roll two balls.
Two tennis ball catch
Physical- FUNS 11

FUNS 1
I can balance for 30 seconds on either leg with eyes
closed.
Personal
I can do 5 90 degree squats on either leg.
I can do x 5 ankle extensions
Move to blue challenges if ready
Games Skills
I can combine a range if jumps at speed with controlled
landing
I can perform jump, roll, balance sequences with
additional movements, equipment or expression.

Physical

Roll then bobble feed
All the above with a tennis ball
Stop assize 4 or 5 ball with knee and turn to the side.
Then with a tennis ball.
Games Skills
I can play some shots with my weaker hand or foot
deliberately choosing challenging equipment for each
shot.
Personal

